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a b s t r a c t

Wireless sensor–actuator networks (WSANs) greatly enhance the existing wireless sensor
network architecture by introducing powerful and possibly even mobile actuators. The
actuators work with the sensor nodes, but can perform much richer application-specific
actions. To act responsively and accurately, an efficient and reliable reporting scheme is
crucial for the sensors to inform the actuators about the environmental events. Unfortu-
nately, the low-power multi-hop communications in a WSAN are inherently unreliable;
frequent sensor failures and excessive delays due to congestion or in-network data aggre-
gation further aggravate the problem.

In this paper, we propose a general reliability-centric framework for event reporting in
WSANs. We argue that the reliability in such a real-time system depends not only on
the accuracy, but also the importance and freshness of the reported data. Our design fol-
lows this argument and seamlessly integrates three key modules that process the event
data, namely, an efficient and fault-tolerant event data aggregation algorithm, a delay-
aware data transmission protocol, and an adaptive actuator allocation algorithm for
unevenly distributed events. Our transmission protocol adopts smart priority scheduling
that differentiates event data of non-uniform importance. We further extend the protocol
to handle node and link failures using an adaptive replication algorithm. We evaluate our
framework through extensive simulations; the results demonstrate that it achieves desir-
able reliability with minimized delay.

� 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The advances of hardware and software technologies
for embedded systems have turned micro-sensors with
radio transceivers into reality [1–4]. Wireless sensor net-
works (WSNs), constructed by a group of sensors, have
been suggested for numerous novel applications, such as
monitoring for harsh environments and protecting na-
tional borders. Recently, actuator nodes, which have much
stronger computation and communication power than uni-
purpose micro-sensors, have also been introduced [5]. An
. All rights reserved.
actuator can perform diverse tasks, such as processing
the data reported from the sensors and accordingly inter-
acting with the environment; a mobile actuator (e.g., a ro-
bot) could even change its location periodically to serve
the application better.

The sensors and actuators can form a powerful and yet
cost-effective hybrid network, that is, a wireless sensor–
actuator network (WSAN). While the functionalities of
the actuators are application specific, a well-designed com-
munication model between the two types of nodes is cru-
cial to a WSAN. In particular, given that the actuators need
accurate event data from the sensors to perform corre-
sponding actions, reliability is an important concern in
the sensor–actuator communication. Unfortunately, the
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low-power multi-hop communications often employed in
a WSAN are inherently unreliable; frequent sensor failures
and excessive delays due to congestion or in-network data
aggregation further aggravate the problem.

In this paper, we focus on the design of a generic frame-
work for reliable event reporting in WSANs. We argue that
the reliability in this context is closely related to the delay,
or the freshness of the events, and they should be jointly
optimized. We also suggest that the non-uniform impor-
tance of the events can be explored in the optimization.
We therefore present a delay- and importance-aware reli-
ability index for the WSANs. Our framework seamlessly
integrates three key modules to maximize the reliability
index: (1) a multi-level data aggregation scheme, which
is fault-tolerant with error-prone sensors; (2) a priority-
based transmission protocol, which accounts for both the
importance and the delay requirements of the events. A la-
tency-oriented fault-tolerant transmission protocol is also
provided as an extension to cope with transmission fail-
ures; and (3) an actuator allocation algorithm, which
smartly distributes the actuators to match the demands
from the sensors.

Our framework is fully distributed, and is generally
applicable for diverse WSANs. Within this generic frame-
work, we present an optimized design for each of the mod-
ules, and also discuss their interactions. The performance
of our framework is evaluated through extensive simula-
tions. The results demonstrate that our framework can sig-
nificantly enhance the reliability of event reporting; it also
makes more effective use of the expensive actuators.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows:
Section 2 presents related work. In Section 3, we outline
our network model and the problem to be solved. The reli-
able event reporting framework is presented in Section 4,
together with detailed descriptions of each module. In Sec-
tion 5, we provide simulation results for our framework. Fi-
nally, we conclude the paper in Section 6.
2. Related work

Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) have been exten-
sively studied recently for a wide range of applications
[1–3,6]. Similar to WSNs, WSANs can be applied for envi-
ronmental monitoring, forest fire detection, chemical at-
tack detection, etc. Sensors, which detect specific events
in the environment, will report to the actuators for imme-
diate actions. Efficient and reliable event reporting is
therefore an important issue in WSANs. Some related pro-
tocols are proposed for wireless ad hoc networks [7–10],
but they are impractical for large scale dynamic sensor net-
works. For WSNs, He et al. [11] proposed a real-time com-
munication protocol SPEED, which combines feedback
control and non-deterministic quality of service (QoS)
aware geographic forwarding. Lu et al. [12] described a
packet scheduling policy, called Velocity Monotonic Sched-
uling, which inherently accounts for both time and dis-
tance constraints. Felemban et al. [13] proposed Multi-
path and Multi-Speed Routing Protocol (MMSPEED) for
probabilistic QoS guarantee in WSNs. Multiple QoS levels
are provided in the timeliness domain by using different
delivery speeds, while various requirements are supported
by probabilistic multipath forwarding in the reliability do-
main. Huang et al. [14] proposed a spatiotemporal multi-
cast protocol, called ‘‘mobicast”, which provides reliable
and just-in-time message delivery to mobile delivery
zones. Ergen et al. [15] presented a routing algorithm that
maximizes the sensor network lifetime, and further incor-
porates delay guarantees into energy efficient routing by
limiting the length of paths from each sensor to the collec-
tion node.

For reliable data transport with transmission failures,
Aidemark et al. [16] presented a framework for achieving
node-level fault tolerance (NLFT) using time-redundant
task scheduling in the nodes. Ganesan et al. [17] described
the use of multipath routing for energy-efficient recovery
from node failures in wireless sensor networks, proposing
and evaluating the classical node-disjoint multipath and
the braided multipath designs. Djukic and Valaee [18] used
path diversification to provide QoS, which bounds on the
end-to-end delay and probability of packet loss (PPL) by
transmitting packets with erasure codes and multiple
paths. Jain et al. [19] considered the problem of routing
in a delay-tolerant network in the presence of path fail-
ures. Jain proposed an approach that improves the proba-
bility of successful message delivery by applying a
combination of erasure coding and data replication. Wang
and Wu [20] studied direct transmission and flooding on
delay and fault-tolerant mobile sensor network (DFT-
MSN) and introduced an optimized flooding scheme that
minimizes the transmission overhead of flooding. There
are also related works in the general embedded or delay-
tolerant network settings. For example, Khanna et al. [21]
suggested that the failure of any node in a path can be de-
tected and circumvented using backup routes. Assayad
et al. [22] proposed a bi-criteria scheduling heuristic in
data-flow graphs to maximize the system’s reliability and
minimize the system’s run-time. Dubois-Ferriere et al.
[23] introduced a scheme for error-correction that exploits
temporal and spatial diversity through packet combining.
Lou and Kwon [24] proposed a hybrid multipath data col-
lection scheme for secure and reliable data collection in
wireless sensor networks.

Our work is motivated by the above studies. The key
difference is that we focus on the interactions between
sensors and actuators, not uniform network nodes. In this
context, additional considerations are needed to address
the heterogeneous characteristics and the unique interac-
tions within the network.

There have been studies exploring heterogenous sensor
networks, e.g. [25–27], but they do not cope with the spe-
cial features of actuators. For WSAN, Hu et al. [28] pro-
posed an anycast communication paradigm. This
constructs an anycast tree rooted at each event source
and updates the tree dynamically according as the sinks
join and leave the network. Cayirci et al. [29] offered a
power-aware many-to-many routing protocol. Actuators
register the data types of interest by broadcasting a task
registration message; the sensors then build their routing
tables accordingly. Melodia et al. [30] further presented a
distributed coordination framework for WSANs based on
an event-driven clustering paradigm. All sensors in the
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event area forward their readings to the appropriate actors
by the data aggregation trees. While these works have ex-
plored the potentials of WSANs, reliability issues, and in
particular, the reliability of event reporting from sensors
to actuators, have yet to be addressed.
3. Network model and objective

In this section, we present an WSAN model and list our
design objectives of the reliable event reporting
framework.
3.1. Network model

We consider a wireless sensor–actuator network
(WSAN) that consists of a collection of sensor nodes s
and actuator nodes a. The field covered by this network
is divided into virtual grid cells for event monitoring, as
illustrated in Fig. 1. We assume that the sensors and actu-
ators are aware of their locations, and hence, the associated
grids. The location information can be obtained either
through GPS [31] or various localization techniques [32–
35].

Each sensor is responsible for collecting event data in its
associated grid cell. Since malfunctioned sensors may give
inconsistent readings, the data in the same grid cell will be
aggregated to form a consistent mean value before report-
ing. A subset of the sensors in the field, referred to as
reporting nodes, v, are responsible for forwarding the aggre-
gated event data to the actuators for further actions. As we
will show later, the aggregation occurs in a distributed
manner, along with the data flow toward the reporting
node v. Also note that the communications from the sen-
sors to the actuators follow an anycast paradigm, that is,
event reporting is successful if any of the actuators re-
ceives the report.

We focus on the reliable event data transmission from
the sensors to the actuators. The corresponding actions
that the actuators should perform are out of the scope of
this paper, and are really application specific. It is however
Fig. 1. An Illustration of the WSAN model and event reporting from
sensors to actuators.
worth noting that, for most of such applications, strict reli-
ability as in TCP is often not necessary and even impossible
given the errors/distortions arising in aggregation and
transmission; on the other hand, timely delivery is much
more important, as it not only enables shorter response
times for the actuators, but also implies more accurate
decisions since the data are fresher.

We thus propose a reliability index, which measures the
probability that the event data are aggregated and received
correctly within predefined latency bounds. Since the
events may have different importance, depending on their
types, urgency, and seriousness, our index and reporting
framework also accommodates such differences. To realize
this, each sensor in our framework maintains a priority
queue, and, during transmission, important event data
are scheduled with higher priorities. Beyond this differen-
tiation in individual nodes, the queue utilization also
serves as a criterion for next-hop selection in routing to-
ward actuators (see Table 1).

3.2. Design objective

We now give a formal description of the system param-
eters, and our objective is to maximize the overall reliabil-
ity index, R, across all the events, as follows:

Objective
Maximize

R ¼
X
8e

ImpðeÞP
8e

ImpðeÞ � re

0
B@

1
CA; ð1Þ

where re ¼ jQe jð1�f Þ
Ne

.
Subject to

Dqe
6 Be; 8e: ð2Þ

Reliable event reporting requires both accurate and
timely delivery of the sensing data. The parameter Q e rep-
resents the set of data reports of event e that reach the
actuator within the latency constraint. However, the sens-
ing data may be incorrect due to malfunctions of sensors.
They may also have flipped bits if there are transmission
failures. Aggregation failures occur only if malfunctioned
sensors dominate a grid cell, while transmission failures
are usually caused by node or link failures. We denote
the aggregation and transmission failure rate of the re-
ported data by f in our problem formulation. The reliability
index re for an event e is then calculated as jQ e jð1�f Þ

Ne
, which

represents the proportion of data reports that arrive an
actuator within delay bound Be and without failure in data
Table 1
System parameters.

Event e
Data report of event e qe

Set of data reports of event e that can reach the actuator
within the latency constraint

Qe

Importance of event e Imp(e)
Latency bound for reporting event e Be

End-to-end delay of data report qe Dqe

Number of data reports for event e Ne
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aggregation and transmission. Each event is also associated
with an importance index ImpðeÞ depending on the event
type, level of the event, etc. which might be application
specific. The overall reliability of the system R is then cal-
culated as the weighted sum of the importance of all the
events and their corresponding reliability index re. Our
objective is to maximize the overall reliability of the sys-
tem in providing reliable event reporting.
4. The reliable event reporting framework

Our framework addresses the whole process for event
reporting, and integrates three generic modules to achieve
the above reliability objective. Specifically, when an event
(e.g., a fire) occurs, the sensors located close to the event
will detect it. After aggregation, which removes redun-
dancy and inconsistent readings, the reporting nodes will
forward the reports to the actuators. Such forwarding is
delay- and importance-aware, implemented through prior-
itized scheduling and routing in each sensor. It is further
enhanced to cope with transmission failures by an adap-
tive replication algorithm. We also provide an actuator
allocation module that determines the locations of the
actuators. It ensures a balanced and delay-minimized allo-
cation of actuators to process the unevenly distributed
events in the network.

Fig. 2 illustrates the workflow of our framework. When
an event is detected, the sensing data will be aggregated
and forwarded to the reporting nodes. The reporting nodes
will then report the aggregated data to the closest actua-
tors. Actuator allocation is adopted for more efficient coor-
dination among the actuators. The actuators, after
receiving the event data, will carry out proper reactions
to the environment. We now offer detailed descriptions
of the above three modules, namely, data aggregation,
event reporting, and actuator allocation.

4.1. Grid-based data aggregation

In a densely deployed sensor network, multiple sensors
may sense the same event with similar readings. Hence, it
is preferable to aggregate the data before reporting to the
actuators. Dividing the working space into grid cells pro-
vides a simple and efficient design for data aggregation.
Fig. 2. Workflow of the framework.
Sensors in the same grid cell are likely to provide redun-
dant data about the environment. Hence, aggregating the
sensing data in the same grid cell can reduce redundant
data, so as to improve the network performance and re-
duce energy consumption for communications. Moreover,
it can provide fault tolerance among the sensor readings.

Our grid-based aggregation algorithm works as follows
(see Fig. 3). We divide the network into a number of grid
cells. The size of grid cells could be determined according
to the expected precision of the event location. The preci-
sion also depends on the size of the events in the network.
Since the sensors in the same grid cell are expected to col-
lect similar readings of the same event, the grid cell size
should not be larger than the size of events. If users expect
event location of higher precision, they can divide the area
into smaller grid cells. Note that smaller grid size can pro-
vide higher precision on the event location in a dense net-
work, though larger grid cell can reduce more data for
better network performance. Moreover, it is important to
ensure that the nodes in the same grid cell are connected
with each other given the wireless range of devices. To bal-
ance between the precision and network performance, we
could choose the maximum grid cell size that can provide
enough precision of data, such that the network can still
achieve good performance by reducing much redundant
data.

Readings from the sensors in the same grid cell will be
aggregated before reporting to the actuator. Each aggrega-
tion node is elected by the nodes in the same grid cell. For
example, the node that is located closest to the sink can be
selected as the aggregation node. Alternatively, the nodes
in the same grid cell may take turn to be the aggregation
node to balance their energy consumptions.

For each grid cell, there is an aggregating node that first
collects the event data, hx1; x2; . . . ; xni, and finds their med-
ian med. It will compare each data xi with med and filter
out those with a significant deviation (e.g., greater than a
predefined threshold Dd). These data could be from mal-
functioned sensors, which will then be blacklisted and dis-
carded. Note that a large deviation from the average
reading does not necessarily indicate of a malfunctioning
Fig. 3. Grid-based data aggregation.
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sensor sometimes. However, given a reasonable size of the
grid cell, the sensors in the same grid cell are likely to mea-
sure similar readings of the same event. Apart from that,
we can compare the sensor readings with the neighboring
grid cells to confirm the occurrence of the event. Our
framework is also flexible to integrate with other existing
fault detection and event detection mechanisms [36,37].

Algorithm 1. Data aggregation
Define: xg as aggregated data mean of grid cell g;
for each sensor s receive data xi do

if multiple xi 2 g and s is the aggregating node then
find the median med among data hx1; x2; . . . ; xni;
for each data xi 2 g do

if jxi �medj > Dd then
blacklist node i

end if
end for
xg = mean of the un-blacklisted data xi 2 g

end if
end for
Fig. 4. Maximum affordable arrival rate from i to j.
Then, the aggregating node will calculate the mean va-
lue xg from the remaining data in grid cell g (Algorithm 1).
We consider the aggregated data to be reliable if more than
half of the sensors in the grid cell are normal. The reliabil-
ity for the aggregated data from grid cell g thus can be eval-
uated as:

1� fg ¼ 1�
XNx

i¼dðNxþ1Þ=2e

Nx

i

� �
ðfsÞið1� fsÞNx�i

;

where fg is the failure probability of grid cell g on data
aggregation, Nx is the number of nodes in grid cell g, and
fs is the fraction of sensors that are malfunctioned.

Data aggregation in this context refers to the computa-
tion of statistical means and moments, as well as other
cumulative quantities that summarize the data obtained
by the network. Such accumulation is important for data
analysis and for obtaining a deeper understanding of the
signal landscapes observed by the network. The technique
can also avoid the expensive transmission of all sensing
data to the actuators so as to reduce the number of mes-
sages and increase the network lifetime. Other than calcu-
lating the mean from the sensor readings, we may program
the aggregation node to calculate other statistical values,
including maximum, minimum, and median according to
different requirements of the applications.

The aggregating node may serve as the reporting node
to forward the aggregated data to actuators. The aggrega-
tion, however, can be easily extended to multiple levels,
where a reporting node is responsible for further collecting
and aggregating the data from the aggregating nodes in
surrounding grid cells, as shown in v (Fig. 3). For the 2-level
case, each aggregation node independently decides
whether it will serve as a reporting node according to a
probability pv . Here, pv ¼ 1

Ng
, where Ng is the number of

sensors in a grid cell. Our proposed approach is designed
for balancing the energy consumption of the sensors. It is
simple and easy to implement, though the random report-
ing node may not be the closest node to the actuator. Given
grid cells of small size, the distances from different nodes
in the same grid cell to the nearby actuator will be approx-
imately the same. If large grid cells are adopted, our ap-
proach can select the closest node to the actuator as the
reporting node. Other bidding algorithms for reporting
node selection could be used in our framework, e.g., those
in [38].
4.2. Priority-based event reporting

The routing and transmission protocol for event report-
ing from the reporting nodes to the actuators is the core
module in our framework. The key design objective here
is to maximize the number of reports reaching the destina-
tion within their latency bound, and, for different event
types, to give preference to important events. To this end,
we adopt a priority queue in each sensor, which plays
two important roles: (1) prioritized scheduling to speed
up important event data transmission and (2) queue utili-
zation as an index for route selection to meet the latency
bounds.

In our preemptive priority queues, the packets for the
event data are placed according to their data importance,
and each priority is served in a first-in-first-out (FIFO) dis-
cipline. The packet experiences a delay at a node as it waits
to be transmitted to the link. The length of the queuing de-
lay depends on the number of packets in the higher prior-
ity queues and the number of earlier-arriving packets that
are queued and waiting for transmission across the link.
The average waiting time of a packet at a node for trans-
mission also increases when there are network contention
and interference among the wireless links.

Fig. 4 shows how node i forwards packets to its neigh-
bors j1; j2, and j3. The geographical distances from j1; j2,
and j3 to actuator a are represented by kj1; ak; kj2; ak, and
kj3; ak, respectively. Only the neighbors, which provide
satisfactory advancement from i to a, will be considered
as the next hop. Furthermore, the queue utilization of the
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neighbors is considered in route selection. For example, the
data e1 flowing into i has the highest priority, so it will be
served by the highest priority queue q1. Among all the
neighbors of i, j3 is selected as it provides e1 with the best
service by an empty highest priority queue q1.

The average waiting time of a packet in the highest pri-
ority queue is dq1

¼ Rþ SNq1
, where R ¼ 1

2

PK
k¼1kkS2 is the

mean residual service time in the node, Nq1
is the mean

number of packets in the first queue, K is the number of
priority queues, kk is the arrival rate of the packets in pri-
ority queue k, and S and S2 are the expectation and second
moment of the service time of the sensor. We assume the
packet arrival is Poisson. S and S2 can be obtained in each
individual sensor by observing the time it takes to serve
a packet.

By Little’s theorem, Nq1
¼ k1dq1

, and the load of priority
k is qk ¼ kkS, hence the waiting time of a packet in the first
priority queue is:

dq1
¼ R

1� q1
:

Similarly, the average waiting time of a packet in the
second priority queue is:

dq2
¼ Rþ SNq1

þ SNq2
þ Sk1dq2

¼ Rþ q1dq1

1� q1 � q2
:

The average waiting time dqk
of a packet in the kth pri-

ority queue is:

dqk
¼ R
ð1� q1 � � � � � qk�1Þð1� q1 � � � � � qkÞ

:

Sensors periodically exchange control information with
neighboring nodes through beacon messages or piggyback
messages. A control message contains information such as
waiting time and data rate to the actuators. However, the
number of control messages is small compared with data
messages. A node sends control messages infrequently or
only if there is a sudden change of the network traffic.

When routing the event data packets, a sensor should
not select a next hop that is busy in forwarding important
data. On the contrary, it selects a next hop that has a smal-
ler queueing time for the corresponding priority, or it may
select a next hop that it can preempt the data packets with
lower importance.

More formally, consider node i that receives a new
event data datae. Given the control message it has received
from neighbor j, node i can obtain ha; S; khigh; klowi, where a
is the target actuator, S is the expected service time of node
j, khigh ¼

P
8k;impðdatakÞPimpðdataeÞkk is the sum of all kk of the

data that are equal or more important than datae, and
klow ¼

P
8k;impðdatakÞ<impðdataeÞkk is the sum of all kk of the data

that are less important than datae.
Node i needs to ensure that the end-to-end latency for

datae is no more than the latency bound Be. To this end,
it first estimates the advancement hi;j towards the actuator
a from i to j, and then the maximum hop-to-hop delay from
i to j, delayi;j.

hi;j ¼
ka; ik � ka; jk
ka; ik :
So,

delayi;j 6 Be � hi;j:

Since delayi;j ¼ dq þ dtran þ dprop þ dproc , the maximum
queueing delay dqmax

is:

dqmax
¼ Be � hi;j � ðdtran þ dprop þ dprocÞ:

Only neighbors with dqmax
> 0 will be considered as the

next hop; otherwise the latency bound cannot be met.
Among these candidates, node i starts inspecting the
neighbors with both klow ¼ 0 and khigh ¼ 0, followed by
the remaining neighbors. Here, klow ¼ 0 implies that it is
not forwarding any event data with importance lower than
that considering by node i; if node i forwards the data to
this node, it will not affect the waiting time of the existing
packets in that node; Similarly, khigh ¼ 0 means that it is
not transmitting any data with higher importance, so the
data from node i, if forwarded, can be served with the high-
est priority. For each of the candidates mentioned above,
node i calculates the maximum data rate ki that it can for-
ward while satisfying the latency bound:

dqmax
>

R

ð1� khighSÞð1� khighS� qiÞ
;

and

qi;j < 1� khighS� R

ð1� khighSÞdqmax

;

where qi;j ¼ ki;jS is the maximum affordable load of j for
handling data from i on event e.

Then the event data packets are forwarded to the neigh-
bor with the highest hi;j and satisfactory ki;j, which is the
closest to the destination with enough capacity for trans-
mission. The affordable packet arrival rate ki;j is satisfactory
when it is greater than the data rate received by i. Each
intermediate node updates the latency bound Be before
forwarding the packet to the next hop, according to this
equation:

Be ¼ Be � ðtdepart � tarriveÞ � dtran � dprop;

where ðtdepart � tarriveÞ is the elapse time of the packet in a
node, dtran can be computed using the transmission rate
and the length of the frame containing the packets, and
dprop is the propagation time, which is in the order of sev-
eral microseconds in wireless transmission.

After the transmission starts, the sensor will update its
S and the routes regularly to make sure the transmission
can be completed within the latency bound. If the latency
bound is not met, the sensor has to forward the packets to
another route. In the worst case, if no alternative can be
found, the sensor may inform the previous node to select
another route in the future [38].

4.3. Coping with transmission failures

Besides excessive delays, packets might be dropped due
to errors/failures in links or nodes along a transmission
path. To cope with such failures, we extend the above
routing algorithm by adopting adaptive packet replication
in transmission. In this work, we target at coping with
transmission failures due to channel fading, corrupted
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packets with flipped bits or bad functioning of nodes. The
link capacity is supposed to be large enough to support
the transmission rates with only small number of collisions
in our design. Our scheme will be applied only when the
replicated packet rates are affordable by the existing link
capability.

We assume that each packet has a reliability require-
ment Rreq, which is initialized as being proportional to its
event importance. We define link loss rate Li;j as the packet
loss rate from node i to its next hop j, and path success rate
Pj as the probability that a packet from node j reaches the
actuator (destination) successfully. Instead of forwarding a
packet to the next hop with the highest hi;j and satisfactory
ki;j, node i can forward the packet to multiple next hops
with an adaptively determined replication factor rf . Con-
sider an illustration in Fig. 5, where the potential next hops
for node i are j1; j2, and j3, with observed link loss rates
form i to j1; j2, and j3 being Li;j1 ; Li;j2 , and Li;j3 , respectively.
The corresponding path success rates Pj1 ; Pj2 , and Pj2 from
j1; j2, and j3 to actuator a can accordingly be estimated.
Node i may check whether using a single next hop can
meet the reliability requirement Rreq: If not, it needs to de-
cide the replication factor rf and forward the packet to
multiple next hops. The implementation of our scheme
can facilitate broadcasting from a node to multiple nodes
in one time to save energy.

We now discuss the above procedure in detail. First,
node i selects the top k neighbors with the highest hi;j with
satisfactory ki;j, and estimates their link loss rates Li;j based
on periodical feedbacks from the neighbors. Node i then
estimates the path success rate Pj from i to actuator a via
j as follows:

Pj ¼ ð1� Li;jÞ1=hi;j :

Node i will allocate the packets to its neighbors accord-
ing to their ki;j. The neighbors with higher ki;j will be allo-
cated with more packets to balance the load. The
proportion of the packets to neighbor j, propj, is given by:

propj ¼
kjPk
j¼1kj

:

Fig. 5. Forwarding packets with replication factor rf ¼ 2.
The probability that the packet can be delivered suc-
cessfully from i to actuator a by these k neighbors, Pi, can
then be estimated as:

Pi ¼
Xk

j¼1

kjPk
j¼1kj

� Pj

 !
: ð3Þ

Then, i determines the replication factor rf with the fol-
lowing equation:

Pi � rf P Rreq:

The replication factor rf must be greater than Rreq=Pi,
where Rreq is initialized as the required event reliability,
or the event importance in our work, by the reporting node
v. Each of the above neighbors will be allocated with pro-
portion propj of packets from i. The corresponding path
success rate Pj will become the required reliability Rreq of
that particular path from j to the actuator.

Each node j that receives the packets will select its next
hop m0 with the highest hj;m and satisfactory kj;m. Similarly,
the path success rate must be no less than Rreq:

ð1� Lj;m0 Þ
1=hhj ;m

0 P Rreq:

If the link loss rate from j to m0 satisfies the above equa-
tion, data will be forwarded to m0, and it follows that:

ð1� L1Þð1� L2Þð1� L3Þ � � � ð1� LnÞ > Rreq;

and

ð1� L2Þð1� L3Þ � � � ð1� LnÞ > Rreq=ð1� L1Þ;

where the L1; L2; . . . ; Ln are the respective packet loss rates
of the links on the path.

Node j then updates the reliability requirement Rreq and
forwards it with the packets to the selected neighbor m0:

R0req ¼ Rreq=ð1� Lj;m0 Þ:

In the case that Lj;m0 does not satisfy the required reli-
ability, node j will look for the neighbor with the next high-
est hj;m and satisfactory kj;m. The procedure repeats until it
goes through all the potential neighbors with high hj;m and
kj;m. If no single neighbor meets the reliability requirement,
node j will forward packets to multiple neighbors, as node i
does [39]. If all neighbors cannot satisfy this reliability
requirement, the node will send feedback message to the
previous hop. The previous hop will then look for alterna-
tive neighbors. If no alternative neighbors can be found,
the node will again send feedback message to its previous
hop. The process is repeated until alternative paths are
found or the feedback message reaches the source. Then,
the source can decide to relax the reliability requirement
or stop sending the messages.

We analyze the extra message overhead of the scheme
as follows. Consider that a node i forwards its packets at
replication factor rf , i may send the replicated packets to
multiple neighbors to distribute the load. Given that repli-
cation occurs only at i along the paths and the average path
length from i to its closest actuator is H, the total number
of packets transmitted by the intermediate nodes at differ-
ent hops along the paths to the actuator are:
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1st hopðiÞ ¼ rf kin,
2nd hop ¼ rf ð1� Li;jÞkin,
3rd hop ¼ rf ð1� Li;jÞ2kin,
. . .

ðH � 1Þth hop ¼ rf ð1� Li;jÞH�1kin,

where Li;j is the average link loss rate from i to neighbor j
and kin is the data rate from i to the actuator. Since our
scheme is applied only if there are transmission failures
which cause packet loss, the extra message overhead keeps
decreasing along the paths. According to the estimation in
our scheme, the packets that can reach the actuator even-
tually are roughly at the rate of kinRreq. If we consider a net-
work with no transmission failure and packet replication
for comparison, the intermediate nodes along the paths
will transmit at kin constantly. Our scheme indeed provides
minimum extra overhead to achieve the required reliabil-
ity in message delivery.

It is true that packet replication may bring extra over-
heads, but the replication factor is carefully selected to
provide the required reliability with minimum number of
redundant packets. Since the event data are aggregated be-
fore reporting, all aggregated data are important as they
may report different events in the network. For applica-
tions with lower reliability requirements, however, our
scheme can be relaxed to allow certain level of transmis-
sion failures, rather than guaranteeing absolute reliability.

4.4. Actuator allocation

The sensors report the occurrence of the detected
events to their closest actuators. Actuators have to work
collaboratively to provide fast response to the events.
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Fig. 6. Actuator allocatio
Given that the actuators are much more powerful than
the ordinary sensors, such coordination can be achieved
through direct one-hop communications using another
wireless channel. Since the actuators can communicate
with each other directly, packet delay from the sensors to
the actuators becomes the major concern for fast event
reporting and response.

Since the reports are triggered by events, we suggest
that an actuator allocation be performed according to the
event occurrence frequency. If the actuators are located
closer to the events, the packet delay from the reporting
sensors to the actuators will be shorter. Intuitively, the
locations with more events should be allocated more actu-
ators, so as to reduce the reporting distances. Such an allo-
cation can be performed in the initial stage based on pre-
estimated frequencies, or, with mobile actuators, per-
formed periodically to accommodate event dynamics.

Algorithm 2. Actuator allocation
ActuatorAllocation (Field A, int ActuatorNum)
TotalFreq  

P
8gi2Afreqgi

TmpFreq  0;
i 0;
while TmpFreq < TotalFreq/2 do

TmpFreq  TmpFreqþ freqgi
;

i++;
endwhile

A1  
Si

k¼0gi;
A2  A� A1 ;
ActuatorAllocation(A1, ActuatorNum/2);
ActuatorAllocation(A2, ActuatorNum-
ActuatorNum/2);
end ActuatorAllocation
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Fig. 7. Actuator allocation with 10 actuators.
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Let freqt
g be the event occurring frequency of grid g at

time t. For each time interval T, freqt will be calculated
Table 2
Simulation parameters

Network size 200 m � 200 m
No. of sensors 100
Node placement Uniform
Radio range 40 m
MAC layer IEEE 802.11
Packet size 32 bytes
No. of actuators 1–6
No. of concurrent events 3–10
Be 2 s
g

and updated by this formula:

freqt
g ¼ a � Nevent=T þ ð1� aÞ � freqt�1

g ;

where freqt�1
g is the event frequency in the previous time

interval, a is a constant smoothing factor between 0 and
1, and Nevent is the number of events happened in the cur-
rent time interval.

Algorithm 2 gives an allocation that balances the load of
the actuators as well as minimizing the anycast distances.
In this algorithm, first, the event frequency freqt

g of all grid
cells will be summed. Then, the field A will be equally di-
vided into two, denoted by A1 and A2, according to the fre-
quency distribution. That is, A1 and A2 have the same
event occurrence frequency and each is allocated half of
the actuators. The process repeats recursively for A1 and
A2, until each subfield contains only one actuator.

Figs. 6 and 7 demonstrate our actuator allocation results
with 6 and 10 actuators, respectively. The event frequency
was measured and displayed as a curved surface in each
figure. The actuator allocation results are shown on the
plane of network area. In practice, the actuator allocation
algorithm can be executed by one designated actuator
after collecting the event frequency information. It then in-
forms the allocation result to other actuators, which may
then move to the corresponding locations.

5. Performance evaluation

We have conducted ns-2 [40] simulations for our pro-
posed reliable event reporting framework. The simulation
settings are mainly drawn from [11], which are summa-
rized in Table 2.

The sensors follow uniformly random distribution in a
200 m � 200 m area. Event data of high priority and low
priority with constant bit rate (CBR) are generated in the
network area. Sensors will aggregate the event data and re-
port them to the actuator. There is a delay bound for deliv-
ering the data from the sensors to the actuator.
5.1. Reliability of event reporting

In the first set of experiments, we evaluate the reliabil-
ity of our event reporting algorithm. To this end, we gener-
ate four events randomly in the network and vary their
data rates from 10 pkt/s to 80 pkt/s. Two of the four events
are high priority events with importance 1.0 (events 2 and
4), while the two are low priority events with importance
0.3 (events 1 and 3). Each packet should be reported to the
actuator within the latency bound of 2 s.

We first assume that all the reports are routed to the
same actuator. We fix the locations of the events and
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change the seed to generate different sensor locations.
Fig. 8 shows the on-time reachability of the four events
with our priority-based event reporting with event impor-
tance (PREI). For comparison, we also show the result with
the geographic routing protocol (GRP) [41,42], where gree-
dy forwarding is employed and there is no differentiation
regarding the event types. We can see that our PREI
achieves much higher on-time reachability for the impor-
tant events (event 2 and 4). The reachability for the low
important events however is lower than that in GRP. This
follows our design objective that important events will
be served with higher priority and better quality routes.
Note that, even if two different events are of the same
importance, their reachabilities could be different, depend-
ing on their locations. This also happens when we compare
the average delay. However, our PREI generally performs
better for the same event.

Fig. 9 further shows the average delays in the PREI and
GRP. It is clear that the delay in PREI is generally lower
than that in GRP. This is because the PREI considers the
workload of the neighbors when selecting the route. An
interesting observation is that, in PREI, the average delays
of the more important events are not necessarily lower
Fig. 8. On-time reachability.

Fig. 9. Average delay.
than the less important events; e.g., the delay for event 1
is lower than all others, even though its importance is
not high. The reason is that this event is closer to the actu-
ator than the others. We find the average per-hop delays
are generally lower for important events. Also note that
the actuator allocation algorithm can mitigate this delay,
as will be examined later.

Finally, Fig. 10 shows the overall reliability index, R, of
the two protocols. Again, it demonstrates that PREI outper-
forms GRP, and the gap increases when the data rate be-
comes higher.

5.2. Coping with transmission failures

We further study the performance of our extended
routing protocol in coping with transmission failures. We
fix the data rate at 15 pkt/s and vary the link failure prob-
ability f. This term means that there is a probability f for
each link to encounter a transmission failure when for-
warding a packet to the next hop. Two events are gener-
ated randomly in the network with the event
importances 1.0 and 0.4 respectively.

Fig. 11 shows the reliability of the two events with our
latency-oriented fault-tolerant data transport protocol
(LOFT), which is an extension of PREI. We can see that LOFT
achieves much higher event reliability than PREI for both
types of events in resistant to transmission failures. Also,
the reliability of the more important event (event 1) is
higher than that of the less important event (event 2) in
LOFT. This follows our design objective that important
events should be guaranteed with higher reliability. On
the contrary, the reliability of the two events are similar
in the PREI, even though priority-based routing is applied.
This is because PREI has no mechanism to handle link fail-
ures, and hence cannot provide any differentiation of the
reliability among different events. Since the data rate of
15 pkt/s is relatively low to the network, there is no packet
loss due to overload. Therefore, the reliability of both
events are degraded to the same extent by link failures.

Fig. 12 further shows the average delay in LOFT and
PREI. PREI performs somewhat better than LOFT when
the link failure probability is low. This is because it always



Fig. 11. Event reliability with transmission failures.

Fig. 12. Average delay with transmission failures.

Fig. 13. Overall reliability with transmission failures.

Fig. 14. Event reliability with link failure probability 0.05.
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selects the next hop with the lightest workload, while LOFT
estimates and considers also the link packet loss rates
when selecting the route. However, it is clear that the delay
in LOFT is lower than that in PREI when the link failure
probability increases. The reason is that replication is ap-
plied in LOFT, so packets are routed through multiple
paths. Intuitively, we would expect that it achieves a lower
data delivery delay.

The overall reliability index R of the two protocols is
shown in Fig. 13. This demonstrates the LOFT outperforms
PREI, and the gap increases when the link failure probabil-
ity becomes higher.

We further study the effect of data rates to the perfor-
mance of our protocol. We fix the link failure probability
as 0.05 and vary the data rates. Fig. 14 shows that our LOFT
protocol can achieve nearly perfect reliability, while PREI
can only achieve reliability close to 0.8. It also indicates
that the reliability achieved is independent of the data
rates.

Similarly, Fig. 15 shows that LOFT achieves small and
comparable average delay with PREI. Note that, the
average delay of the less important event (event 2) in LOFT
increases with the data rates. It is because the traffic load
of the network increases with replication under a high data
rate. The queuing and transmission times may then be-
come non-negligible for the low-priority packets. Fig. 16
again shows that the overall reliability of LOFT is higher
than that of PREI.

5.3. Actuator allocation

In this experiment, we show the effectiveness of our
actuator allocation algorithm. To emulate the non-uniform
event occurrences, we divide the whole field into three,
with the event occurrence probability 0.6, 0.333, and
0.067, respectively.

Our simulator generates events according to the above
probability with data rate 60 pkt/s, and it allows different
number of concurrent events in the network as repre-
sented in the x-axis of Figs. 17 and 18.

Fig. 17 gives the on-time reachability with different
number of concurrent events. We first focus on 2 and 3
actuators only, and investigate the impact of using more
actuators later. We can see from Fig. 17 that the reliability
with actuator allocation outperforms that without alloca-
tion (i.e., random distribution). While the more actuators
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there are, the better performance we can expect, we notice
that the effect of allocation is remarkable. In fact, the per-
formance of a 2-actuator system with allocation is very
close to that of 3-actuator without allocation, and even
outperforms it when there are few concurrent events.
Fig. 15. Average delay with link failure probability 0.05.

Fig. 16. Overall reliability with link failure probability 0.05.

Fig. 17. On-time reachability with actuator allocation.
Fig. 18 shows the corresponding average delay. Not sur-
prisingly, 3-actuator with allocation achieves the lowest
delay. Similar to the on-time reachability, the delay for
the 2-actuator with allocation is close to the case of 3-actu-
ator without allocation. The results suggest that actuator
Fig. 18. Average delay with actuator allocation.

Fig. 19. On-time reachability vs. no. of actuators.

Fig. 20. Average delay vs. no. of actuators.
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allocation is an effective tool for improving the efficiency
of event reporting.

To further investigate the impact of the number of actu-
ators, we fix the number of concurrent events at 10 and
vary the number of actuators from 1 to 6. Fig. 19 shows
the on-time-reachability as a function of the number of
actuators with and without actuator allocation. Again,
event reporting with actuator allocation achieves higher
on-time reachability than that without actuator allocation
with the same number of actuators. Intuitively, given more
actuators, we can generally expect better performance,
even if they are randomly deployed. This can be verified
from the figure. We can see that the on-time reachability
monotonically increases with more actuators, while the
difference between the two schemes (with/without alloca-
tion) becomes smaller.

Similar trends can also be found in Fig. 20, which shows
the average delay of event reporting as a function of the
number of actuators.
6. Conclusion

In this paper, we focused on reliable event reporting
from sensors to actuators in a wireless sensor–actuator
network (WSAN). We argued that the reliability in this
context is closely related to the delay, or the freshness of
the events, and they should be jointly optimized. We also
suggested that the issue of non-uniform importance of
the events can be explored in the optimization. Following
this argument, we proposed a general delay- and impor-
tance-aware event reporting framework. Our framework
seamlessly integrates three key modules to maximize the
reliability index: (1) a multi-level data aggregation
scheme, which is fault-tolerant with error-prone sensors;
(2) a priority-based transmission protocol (PREI), which ac-
counts for both the importance and delay requirements of
the events; A latency-oriented fault-tolerant transmission
protocol (LOFT) as an extension to PREI, with the ability
to cope with transmission failures; and (3) an actuator
allocation algorithm, which smartly distributes the actua-
tors to match the demands from the sensors.

Within this generic framework, we presented an opti-
mized design for each of the modules, and also discussed
their interactions. We evaluated the performance of our
framework through simulations. The results demonstrated
that our framework makes effective use of the actuators,
and can significantly enhance the reliability of event
reporting.
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